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ABSTRACT 
If K is an algebraic function field in one variable over an algebraically closed field 
k, then conditions are presented to insure that a matrix A E M,(K) is diagonalizable 
by means of a similarity transformation T E GL(n, k). This result generalizes results 
of Friedland [l] and Motzkin-Taussky [4]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] Friedland gives a criterion for simultaneous diagonalizability of an 
n X n matrix of complex polynomials. To be precise, let A(z) E M,(C[ z]) be 
an n X n matrix whose entries are complex polynomials in one variable. A(z) 
is simultaneously diagonalizable if there is an invertible complex matrix 
TEGL(n,C) such that T-‘A(z)T=Diag[p,(z),...,p,(z)] where POE 
C[ z]. The conditions of Friedland which insure that A(z) is simultaneously 
diagonalizable are: 
(1) A(x) is a diagonalizable complex matrix for each z E C. 
(2) If z. E C and pi(z) and ~~(2) are distinct eigenvalues of A(z) near 
zo, then 
hm Pi(Z) -/-Q!(z) ~~ 
Z + to z - 20 
A similar condition must also be satisfied at co. In case A(z) consists of 
polynomials of degree at most 1, then condition (2) is not necessary; this case 
is in fact an old theorem of Motzkin and Taussky [4]. 
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The purpose of the present paper is to generalize Friedland’s theorem to 
the case of an n X n matrix A whose entries are rational functions on a 
nonsingular projective algebraic curve X over an algebraically closed field k 
of characteristic 0. Thus we are asking for criteria to insure that there is an 
invertible matrix T over k such that T- ‘AT is diagonal (with entries in the 
field of rational functions on X). The criteria of Friedland can be formulated 
in a purely algebraic manner using the formal Puiseux series expansions of the 
eigenvalues of A, and with this formulation the extension of Friedland’s 
theorem is straightforward. 
Before beginning we collect some notation which will be useful. k will 
always denote an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. The ring of 
formal power series over k in the indeterminate t will be denoted by kl[tl. 
Also k((t)) and k{(t)} will d enote the field of Laurent series with poles of 
finite order and the field of Puiseux series, respectively. Recall that k((t)) is 
the quotient field of kl[ t] and that k {{ t }} is algebraically closed (Walker 
[5, p. 981). Associated to all three of these rings is an order function Y. If 
a(t) = C&umtm’s with a, # 0, then v(a(t)) = r/s E Q. Naturally, if a(t) is 
in kit] or k((t)) then r(a(t)) E Z. 
If R is a commutative ring with 1, then M,(R) will denote the module of 
n x n matrices with entries in R. If a, ,..., a, E R, then A = Diag[u, ,..., a,] 
will denote the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries Aii = a,. If A E M,(K), 
where K is a field, then Spec(A) will denote the set of eigenvalues of A in 
some splitting field L of the characteristic polynomial eA(h) of A. Note in 
particular that if A E M,(k[tj), then each eigenvalue p of A can be 
represented as a Puiseux series in t, and v(p) > 0. 
In Section 2 we collect some results which are needed concerning 
similarity of matrices over the formal power series ring k[tn. Section 3 
contains the extension of Friedland’s theorem. 
2. SIMILARITY OVER k[t] 
Let A and B be matrices in M,( k[ t]). The matrices A and B are said to 
be fbrmully similar if there is an invertible matrix T E M,(k[t]) such that 
B = T- ‘AT. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A E M,,(kUtD). Zf 
i 
Al(O) 0 
40) = o 1 fw) ’ 
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where AI(O) is an n,X n, matrix, A,(O) is an n,X n2 matrix, and 
Spec( Al(O)) n Spec( A,(O)) = 0, then A is fhrmuZZy similar to a block diago- 
nal matrix 
where B,(O) = A,(O) and B,(O) = A,(O). 
The proof of this theorem for the case of convergent complex power series 
is contained in Wasow [6, Theorem 25.1, p. 1381. The proof given there 
works verbatim in the current situation; it is only necessary to observe that 
the implicit function theorem holds for the ring of formal power series over k. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Every matrix A E M,(k[ tl) is formully similar to a 
block diagonal matrix Diag[ A,, . . . , A,] such that each A j(O) has only one 
eigenvalue X, and Xj+:X, forj#r. 
The next lemma is only needed for L = k { { t } }, but it is just as simple to 
state it in general. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let L be an algebraically closed field with a valuation 
v : L --, r, where r is the value group. Suppose A = [ai j] E M,(L) with 
v(aij) > r for all i, j. Then every eigenvalue p of A satisfies v(p) > r. 
Proof. Let c(X) = det[ XI - A] = X” + C~,,cjX”-j be the characteristic 
polynomial of A. The coefficient ( - l)jcj is the sum of all jth order principal 
subminors of A (see McDonald [3, p. 40]), so that u(cj) > rj for every j. 
Suppose o(p) = t. Then +A”) = nt and ~(cj~“-j) = (n - j)t + u(cj) 2 (n - 
j)t + rj. Since c(p) = 0, it follows that u(P”) = o(cjpn-j) for some j. Thus 
nt=Z)(cjCL”-j)=(n-j)t+u(cj)~(n-j)t+rj.Hencev(~)=t>,r. w 
LEMMA 2.4. Let A(t) = [aij(t)] E M,(k([tD). Assume that A(0) i.s diag- 
onalizable ouer k, and let h( t ) = 11 + Cy_,, X jt Us be an eigenualue of A( t ), 
where 17 E k and m > 0. Then v(X(t) - 7) > 1, i.e. m >, s. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.2, A(t) is formally similar to the block diagonal 
matrix B(t)=Diag[B,(t),..., B,(t)], where Bj(0)= qjZq. Thus every ele- 
ment of Bj - q jZ,i has order at least 1 in k[ t]l and hence m the field k {{ t } } 
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of Puiseux series. Lemma 2.3 then shows that every eigenvalue ZJ of Bj - n jZ,j 
has order at least 1. But Z.L = X - vi, where h is an eigenvahre of Bj. n 
PROPOSITION 2.5. LetAEM,(k[t]), ~ndZetp~,...,p~~k{{t}} bethe 
distinct eigenvalws of A. Assume that A is diagonulizable over k { { t } }, 
A(0) is diagonulimble over k, and v(pi - p j) < 1 for i # j. Then there exists 
T E Gqn, kl[t’/‘ll) f or some r E N such that T-‘AT is diagonal. 
Proof. Let Pi for j=l,..., I be the projection matrix of A onto the 
eigenspace of pj. We wiU show that v( Pi) > 0, i.e. v( pig) > 0, where p$$ is 
any element of the matrix Pi. The projection matrix Pi is given by the 
formula 
pi= fi ~ A - P,Z 
r=l,r#j Pi-P, ’ 
To simplify the notation assume j = 1. Thus 
l A-p,Z 
P,= n p. 
r=2 p1-/JL, 
By Corollary 2.2, A is formally similar to a matrix B = Diag[ IV,, . . . , N,] E 
M,(k[tj), where iVj(0) = ojZ, with (Y E k, ai # aj if i # j, and T-‘AT = B 
with T E GL(n, k[t]). Without loss of generality we may assume that 
p,(O)= *.. = p,(O) = (or and pi(O) + ~~(0) for j > u. Thus we may write 
B = B,@B2, where B, has eigenvalues pr,.. ., pLil and B1. has eigenvalues 
Z,L u + r, . . . , pr. Since A is diagonahzable over k { { t } } and B is formally similar 
to A, it follows that B, and B, are diagonalizable over k { { t } } and that the 
minimal polynomial of B, is n:,,+,(x -pj). Therefore, n~=,+,(B,-pjZ) 
= 0, so that 
’ A-p,Z 
P,= n ___ =T 
r=2 c11-llr i 
By construction B, = a,Z +CTCO=,Bj”tj, and by Lemma 2.4 it follows that 
j.Lr=al+&,t+ E &p> r=l >.‘., u. 
o=s+l 
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By hypothesis, Y(P~ - IL,) < 1, so that /3,, Z Prr if r = 2,. . . , a. Hence for 
r=2 ,.. ., u we conclude that 
00 
c @l)ti 
Bl-GL,I== j=l ’ -( &+ f &“t’“-““” z v=s+1 1 
P1- PI PI1 - PI1 + f (Pl” - P,“)t’“-““” ’ 
o=s+l 
and therefore 
Bl - PJ 
v ____ >o 
i i 
for T = 2,...,u. 
P1- PL, 
Sincer+r-p,)=Oforr=U+l,..., 1, it follows that pi - EL, is a unit in the 
valuation ring of v, so that 
for r=u+l,...,Z. 
Therefore, V( Pl) > 0, and the argument for Ps, . . . , P, is identical. 
Choose r so that pl,. . . , pr are Laurent series in t ‘1’. Let ul j,. . . , u,,~, , be 
a maximal k((t’/‘)) linearly independent subset of the columns of Pi, Then 
T= b~~,...,q,l,J is in GL(n, k(( t ‘I’))), and since V( Pi) > 0, it follows that 
T E GL(n, k[t”‘D). n 
REMARK 2.6. The proof of Lemma 2.5 is essentially identical to the main 
portion of the argument that Friedland uses in his generalization of the 
Motzkin-Taussky theorem. (See [l, pp. 105-1071.) 
3. MAIN RESULT 
Let X be a nonsingular projective algebraic curve over an algebraically 
closed field k, and let K = k(X) be the field of rational functions on X. If 
A E M,(K), p E X, and t is a uniformizing parameter at p for X, then one 
can expand A as a Laurent series in t with coefficients in M,(k). Thus 
A = t’“PAmp+ tmp+lAm,+l + . . . , where Amp#O. If A= [aij] and m,aO, 
then each aij is defined at p, and we define the value of the matrix A at p 
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by A(p) = [a i j( p )]. If mp < 0, so that p is a pole for at least one a i j, then we 
let A(p) = A,p. 
We will define the order of A at p, denoted o,.,(p), by oA( p) = - mp if 
mp < 0; otherwise, oA(p) = 0. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The matrix A E M,(K) is said to be pointwise diago- 
nulizuble if A(p) is diagonalizable over k for each p E X. 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf the matrix A E M,(k(X)) is pointwise diugonalizuble, 
then A is diugonulizuble over a splitting fieti L of the characteristic polyno- 
mial c(A) of A. 
Proof. Let ~(X)=ni=~(x-cl~)“l~L[X], where /.~r,.,.,p~ are the dis- 
tinct eigenvalues of A. Let f(h)=IIf_l(x -pi). Since pr,...,~, are distinct 
algebraic functions on X, there is a finite subset { pl,. . . , p, } of X such that if 
p E X\{P,,..., P,}, the v&m h(p),..., 1_1~(p) are distinct, and hence they 
are all the distinct eigenvalues of the matrix A(p). Since A(p) is diagonaliz- 
able, it follows that f(A)(p) = 0. Thus f(A) is 0 on an open dense subset of 
X, so that f(A) = 0. Hence f(A) is the minimal polynomial of A over L, so 
that A is diagonalizable over L. n 
If A E M,( k( X)), let Spec(A) = { pr,. . . , pLI} be the set of eigenvalues of 
A, and let L be a splitting field for the characteristic polynomial c(X) of A. 
Then L = k(Y ), where Y is a nonsingular projective algebraic curve over k 
and there is a natural map rr: Y -+ X corresponding to the inclusion of fields 
K c L. Each eigenvalue pi is a rational function on the curve Y. Further- 
more, if p E X and t is a uniformizing parameter at p for the nonsingular 
curve X, then the algebraic functions pr,. . . , pl sit in the field of formal 
Puisew series k { { t } }. Therefore, one can apply the order function vp of 
k { { t }} to the eigenvalues pr,. . . , p,. We use the notation vp for the order 
function to indicate that it is a function of the point p on X. 
We can now state the extension of Friedland’s theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A E M,(k(X)), where X is a nonsingular projective 
algebraic curve over k. Assume: 
(1) A(p) is diugonulizuble over k for every p E X. 
(2) Zf Spec(A)= {c~~,...,cL~}, then ~,(~,--~~)~I-o~(p) fm all i+ j 
and every p E X. 
Then there is a T EGL(n, k) such that T-‘AT =Diag[b,,..., b,], where 
bi E k(X). 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.1, A is diagonalizable over the splitting field L of 
the characteristic polynomial c(X) of A. Let Pi be the projection matrix of A 
onto the eigenspace of ~.r j. Given p E X, we claim that every entry p$ of Pj 
is regular at p. If oA(p) = 0, so that A E M,(k[t]) for t a uniformizing 
parameter at p, then this follows from Proposition 2.5. In case o*(p) > 0, so 
that p is a pole for some entry aij of A, let t be a uniformizing parameter at 
p. To simplify notation, let m = oJp) and let B = t”‘A. Then it follows that 
B E M,( k[tl). Furthermore, the eigenvalues of Z3 are Spec(B) = 
{trnl.$..., t”)!} and v,(t”p, - t”pj) = m + v&pi -pi) < m + 1- m = 1 for 
any i # j. Then Proposition 2.5 applies to the matrix B to conclude that the 
projection matrix Qj of B onto the eigenvalue t “‘p j has every entry regular 
at p. But 
= Pi. 
So in this case also, each entry of Pi is regular at p. 
Hence the projection Pi is regular at every p E X, and since X is 
projective over k, it follows that each entry of Pj is a constant function, so 
that Pi E M,(k). 
Let v,j’...’ 
T = [ull,..., 
un, j *be a k-basis of the image of Pi in k”. The matrix 
u,+] IS m GL(n, k). Since each uij is an eigenvector of A with 
eigenvalue pi, it follows that 
Since T E GL(n, k) and A E M,(k(X)), it follows that each pi E k(X) and 
the theorem is proved. n 
COROLLARY 3.4. Zf A E M,(k(X)) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 
3.3, then for any p, q E X the matrices A(p) and A(q) commute. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, T-‘AT = D, where T E GL(n, k) and D is a 
diagonal matrix with entries in k(X). Given p # q E X, choose a rational 
function r E k( X ) so that rA = B is regular at p and q. Furthermore choose 
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r so that B(p) = aA and B(9) = DA(q) where cy and /I are nonzero 
elements of k. This can be guaranteed by considering the Laurent series 
expansions of A at p and 9. Then the result follows from observing that 
W)B(9) = [Tr(p)D(p)T-‘I[Tr(9)D(9)T-‘l= B(9)WP). n 
REMARK. The completeness of the projective curve is necessary for the 
validity of the theorem. If the hypotheses are not satisfied at even one point, 
then the theorem is false. For example, 
A=(: Al) E M,(C(z)) = ~2(CP’W) 
is diagonalizable for every point in P’(C). The eigenvalues of A are pi = u”’ 
and ps = z2 + 1. At 00, one has v&pi - pLz) = 0 > 1 - 2, so condition (2) is 
not satisfied at 00, but it is satisfied for all z E C. However, this matrix 
cannot be simultaneously diagonalized by a single complex matrix, since A(0) 
and A(1) do not commute. 
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